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This charmingly illustrated journal offers moms-to-be a place to document the colorful details of their

pregnancy, from first reactions to being pregnant to meeting baby. Featuring classic and quirky

promptsÃ¢â‚¬â€•covering symptoms, cravings, baby nicknames, maternity clothes, and

moreÃ¢â‚¬â€•plus space to record week-by-week notes, this unique keepsake invites expectant

mothers to capture the fleeting and amusing minutiae alongside the unforgettable milestones.
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This is exactly what I was looking for. It's not all cutesy & girly. It's a journal formatted around

pregnancy. I ordered a few different ones to see what I would like & this the the winner. I strongly

recommend for anyone like me that's not all pink & bows but is still feminine.

This book is so cute! ... gives lots of space to write your thoughts down...Super easy to personalize.

I thought it was perfect.



There are a lot of "extra" pages (i.e. cravings, questions for doctor, etc). Sometimes I find myself

unable to fill all the pages. If my child looks back, they'll think I didn't have a lot to say about the

pregnancy. I fill in each week, though. I wish there was an option to add another paragraph per

week for subsequent pregnancies so you can have one giant pregnancy tracker?

You have to have a sense of humor and be just a bit quirky which my expectant daughter is...she

absolutely LOVES this journal I bought for her, it's not dry matter of fact reading, it's whimsical and

fun, light hearted and makes it exciting to write about all one is feeling in a very free and easy

manner. I saw one review where they didn't like the food analogies to the size of the baby, we

disagree, it helps visualize exactly how big your little bundle of joy is getting. If you are a very 'never

color outside the lines' type of individual then it's probably not for you. Stick to something formal and

predictable, otherwise enjoy this super creative journal.

I bought this for my third pregnancy and like it the least of the three I've bought. There seems to be

a lot of wasted space or just unnecessary pages with pictures and cheesy sayings. I just want

prompts on what to write. And once I found out I was having a boy this seemed way too girly. When

my son is a grown man I don't see him wanting to read through this book. Buying another to transfer

what I've written so far and tossing this one out.

I absolutely love this journal! I didn't want something all cutesy, more like fun. I don't feel like this

book is overly negative like I've heard others complain abouts, it's more like in a joking manner. The

pictures and promises are really helpful! I'm so glad I bought this!

I just received this today! I read thru it and its just so cute and perfect thru my first pregnancy I used

the belly book and this one is just more of what I was looking for! It gives you ideas and gives you

more room to write with or without prompting. Its a great journal book that I'll love to look back on.

Each trimester is has weeks where you can review each week.

I am returning this. Although it is a very nice design, it doesn't have a lot of options for adding

information such as specific questions about the pregnancy journey. It's almost basically a blank

journal. Purchased the Belly Book instead and it's perfect.
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